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New Movable Wall from PS Furniture Means Portable Privacy for Open Spaces
MILWAUKEE, WI – June 1, 2017 – PS Furniture, makers of innovative commercial furniture for flexible
spaces, today introduced WALS™ – their new line of wheeled acoustical lightweight screens. WALS™ are
high-quality, portable partitions that can easily be positioned to create private areas within a larger open
concept space.
Designed to reduce visual distractions for a standing male (up to the 90th percentile), WALS not only provides
visual privacy, but also helps control noisy environments through its use of patented Revolution® core
technology. WALS™ are made of a proprietary lightweight composite core wrapped in layers of acoustic
materials. This carefully studied sandwich of materials provides optimal acoustic damping in a panel that is
thinner than most. WALS™ are strong and stiff but still incredibly light and easy to move.
WALS™ come in two configurations:
•

WALS™ – a single panel unit that is 38 inches long, 68 inches high, 1 inch wide and weighs 39lbs.

•

WALS-X™ – a double panel configuration that folds out to 62 inches in length, is 68 inches high, 1
inch wide and weighs 49lbs.

Available in a variety of fabrics, woods, and colors, WALS™ can be customized to fit a variety of
environments. The integrated metal pull handles come in black and silver powdercoat. And the natural wood
wheels are available in white wash, honey, natural wood, cherry and dark brown. Further product details are
available at http://www.psfurniture.com/wals or by calling 1.800.762.0415.
About PS Furniture
PS Furniture is a U.S. based manufacturer and supplier to the contract furniture market. The company’s
tagline “Furniture for flexible spaces” reflects their commitment to providing furniture that makes it easy to
get more use out of today’s multi-use environments. In 2016, PS Furniture leveraged its design partnerships to
win a best of NeoCon award for their last new product: Müm™.
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